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Abstract: The goal of this research is to extend and investigate an improved approach for calculating
the weighted Moore–Penrose (WMP) inverses of singular or rectangular matrices. The scheme is
constructed based on a hyperpower method of order ten. It is shown that the improved scheme
converges with this rate using only six matrix products per cycle. Several tests are conducted to reveal
the applicability and efficiency of the discussed method, in contrast with its well-known competitors.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Constructing and discussing different features of iterative schemes for the calculation of outer
inverses is an active topic of current research in Applied Mathematics (for more details, refer to [1–3]).
Many papers have been published in the field of outer inverses over the past few decades, each having
their own domain of validity and usefulness. In fact, in 1920, Moore was a pioneer of this field and
published seminal works about the outer inverse [4,5]. However, several deep works were published
during the 1950s (as reviewed and observed in [4]). It is also noted that pseudo-inverse operator was
first introduced by Fredholm in [6].

The method of partitioning (due to Greville) was a pioneering work in computing generalized
inverses, which was re-introduced and re-investigated in [4,7]. This scheme requires a lot of operations
and is subject to cancelation and rounding errors. Among the generalized inverses, the weighted
Moore–Penrose (WMP) inverse is important, as it can be simplified to a pseudo-inverse, as well as
a regular inverse. Several applications of computing the WMP inverse can be observed, with some
discussion, in the recent literature [8,9]; including applications to the solution of matrix equations.
See [10–13] for further discussions and applications.

Furthermore, for large matrices, or as long as the weight matrices in the process of computing the
WMP inverse are ill-conditioned, symbolic computation of the current algorithms may not properly
work due to several reasons, such as time consumption, requiring higher memory space, or instability.
On the other hand, several numerical methods for the weighted Moore–Penrose (WMP) inverse are
not stabie or possess slow convergence rates. Hence, it is necessary to investigate and extend novel
and useful iterative matrix methods for such an objective; see, also, the discussions in [14,15].
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1.2. Definition

Let us consider that M and N are two square Hermitian positive definite (HPD) matrices of
sizes m and n (m ≤ n) and A ∈ Cm×n. Then, there is a unique matrix X satisfying the following
identities [16]:

1. AXA = A,
2. XAX = X,
3. (MAX)∗ = MAX,
4. (NXA)∗ = NXA.

Then, X ∈ Cn×m is called the WMP inverse of A, and is shown by A†
MN . Noting that, as long as

M = Im×m and N = In×n, then X is the Moore–Penrose (MP) inverse, or simply the pseudo-inverse of
A, and we show it by A† [17]. Furthermore, when the matrix A is non-singular, then the pseudo-inverse
will be simplified to the regular inverse.

The weighted singular value decomposition (WSVD), first introduced in [18], is normally applied
to define this generalized inverse. Consider that the rank of A is r. Then, we have U ∈ Cm×m and
V ∈ Cn×n, satisfying the following relations:

U∗MU = Im×m, (1)

and
V∗N−1V = In×n, (2)

such that

A = U

(
D 0
0 0

)
V∗. (3)

Thus, A†
MN is furnished as follows:

A†
MN = N−1V

(
D−1 0

0 0

)
U∗M, (4)

where we have a diagonal matrix D = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σr), for σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σr > 0, while σ2
i is the

non-zero eigenvalue of N−1 A∗MA. In addition,

‖A‖MN = σ1, ‖A†
MN‖NM =

1
σr

. (5)

In this work, A# = N−1 A∗M is used as the weighted matrix of the conjugate transpose of A.
See [19] for more details.

1.3. Literature

Schulz-type methods for the calculation of the WMP inverse are sensitive to the choice of the
initial value; that is, the initial choice of matrix must be close enough to the generalized inverse so as
to guarantee the scheme to converge [20]. More precisely, convergence can only be observed if the
starting matrix is chosen carefully. However, this starting value can be chosen simply for the case of
the WMP inverse. The pioneering work in [21] gave several suggestions, along with deep discussions,
about how to make such a choice quickly.

Let us, now, briefly provide some of the pioneering and most important matrix iterative methods
for computing the WMP inverse.
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The second–order Schulz scheme for finding the WMP inverse, requiring only two matrix products
per computing cycle, is given by [22]:

Xk+1 = Xk(2I − AXk), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (6)

Throughout the work, I stands for the identity matrix, unless clearly stated otherwise.
An improvement of (6) with third-order convergence, known as Chebyshev’s method, was

discussed in [23] for computing A†
MN as follows:

Xk+1 = Xk(3I − AXk(3I − AXk)), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (7)

The authors in [23] proposed another third-order iterative formulation, having one more matrix
multiplication, as follows:

Xk+1 = Xk

[
I +

1
2
(I − AXk)(I + (2I − AXk)

2)

]
, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (8)

It is necessary to recall that a general class of iteration schemes for computing the WMP
inverse and some other kinds of other generalized inverses was discussed and investigated in [24]
(Chapter 5) to have p-th order using a total of p matrix products. An example could be the following
fourth-order iteration:

Xk+1 = Xk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk))), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , (9)

where Bk = I − AXk. As another instance, a tenth-order matrix method could be furnished as
follows [25]:

Xk+1 = Xk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I
+Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk(I + Bk))))))))), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · .

(10)

1.4. Motivation and Organization

The main motivation behind proposing and extending new iterative methods for the WMP
inverse is to apply them in practical large scale problems [26], as well as to improve the computational
efficiency, which is directly linked to the concept of numerical analysis for designing new iterative
expressions which are economically useful, in being able to reduce computational complexity and
time requirements.

Hence, with this motivation at hand, to increase the computational efficiency index as well as to
contribute in this field, the main focus of this work is to investigate a tenth-order method requiring
only six matrix multiplications per cycle. We prove that this can provide an improvement of the
computational efficiency index in calculating the WMP inverse.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses the preliminaries and literature of this topic
very briefly, to prepare the reader for the analytical discussions of Section 2, in which we describe an
effective iteration formulation for the WMP inverse. It is investigated that the method needs only six
matrix multiplications to reach its tenth order of convergence.

Concrete proofs of convergence are furnished in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the application of
our formulation to the WMP inverses of many randomly generated matrices of various dimensions.
Numerical evidence demonstrates the usefulness of this method for computing the WMP inverse, in
terms of the elapsed computation time. Finally, several concluding remarks and comments are given
in Section 5.
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2. A High Order Scheme for the WMP Inverse

For the use of iterative methods, such as the ones described in Section 1, it is required to employ
a starting value when computing the WMP inverse. As in [27], one general procedure to find this
starting matrix is of the following form:

X0 = λA#, (11)

where A# = N−1 A∗M is the matrix of weighted conjugate transpose (WCT) for the input matrix A and

λ =
1
σ2

1
. (12)

Recall that, in (12), σ1 is the the largest eigenvalue of N−1 A∗MA.

2.1. Derivation

Another reason for proposing a higher order method is that methods based on improvements of
the Schulz iteration scheme are slow in the initial phase of iteration. This means that the convergence
order cannot be observed at the beginning, it can be seen only after performing several iterates. On the
other hand, by incorporating a stop condition using matrix norms, we can increase the elapsed time of
executing the written programs for finding the WMP inverse.

Accordingly, to contribute and extend a high order matrix iteration scheme in this context, we first
take into account a tenth-order scheme having ten matrix multiplications per cycle, as follows:

Xk+1 = Xk(I + Bk + B2
k + · · ·+ B9

k). (13)

Now, to develop the performance of (13), we factorize (13) to reduce the number of products. So,
we can write

Xk+1 = Xk (I + Bk) [(I − Bk + B2
k − B3

k + B4
k)(I + Bk + B2

k + B3
k + B4

k)]. (14)

This formulation for the matrix iteration requires seven matrix products. However, it is possible
to reduce this number of products by considering a more tight formulation for (14). Hence, we write

Xk+1 = Xk (I + Bk) Mk, (15)

where
Mk = [(I + χB2

k + B4
k)(I + κB2

k + B4
k)]. (16)

To find the unknown weighting coefficients in (15) and, more specifically, in (16), we need to solve
a symbolic problem. As such, a Mathematica code [28] was employed to do such a task, as follows:

ClearAll["Global‘*"];
fact1 = (1 + a B^2 + B^4);
fact2 = (1 + b B^2 + B^4);
sol = fact1*fact2 + (c B^2) // Expand
S = Table[
s[i] = Coefficient[sol, B^i], {i, 2, 6, 2}
] // Simplify
Solve[
s[2] == 1 && s[4] == 1 && s[6] == 1, {a, b, c}
] // Simplify
{a, b, c} = {a, b, c} /. %[[1]] // Simplify
Chop@sol // Simplify
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This was given only to ease understanding of the procedure of obtaining the coefficient. Now,
we obtain:

χ =
1
2

(
1−
√

5
)

, κ =
1
2

(
1 +
√

5
)

. (17)

This means that (15) requires only six matrix products per cycle to hit a convergence speed of ten.

2.2. Several Lemmas

Before providing the main results concerning the convergence analysis of the proposed scheme,
we furnish the following lemmas, inspired by [29], which reveal how the iterates generated by (15)
have some specific important relations and, then, show a relation between (4) and (15).

Lemma 1. For {Xk}k=∞
k=0 produced by (15) using the starting matrix (11), for any k ≥ 0, it holds that

(MAXk)
∗ = MAXk,

(NXk A)∗ = NXk A,
Xk AA†

MN = Xk,
A†

MN AXk = Xk.

(18)

Proof. The proof can be done by employing mathematical induction. When k = 0 and X0 is the
suitable initial matrix, the first two relations in (18) are straightforward. Hence, we discuss the last two
relations by applying the following identities:

(AA†
MN)

# = AA†
MN , (19)

and
(A†

MN A)# = A†
MN A. (20)

Accordingly, we have:
X0 AA†

MN = λA# AA†
MN

= λA#(AA†
MN)

#

= λA#(A†
MN)

# A#

= λ(AA†
MN A)#

= λA#

= X0,

(21)

and also
A†

MN AX0 = λA†
MN AA#

= λ(A†
MN A)# A#

= λ(A#(A†
MN)

# A#)

= λ(A(A†
MN A)#

= λA#

= X0.

(22)

Subsequently, now the relation is valid for k > 0, then we discuss that it will still be true for k + 1.
Taking our matrix iteration (15) into consideration, we have:

(MAXk+1)
∗ = (MA(Xk (I + Bk) [(I + χB2

k + B4
k)(I + κB2

k + B4
k)]))

∗

= [MAXk
(

I + Bk + B2
k + B3

k + B4
k + B5

k + B6
k + B7

k + B8
k + B9

k
)
]∗

= MA[Xk
(

I + Bk + B2
k + B3

k + B4
k + B5

k + B6
k + B7

k + B8
k + B9

k
)
]

= MAXk+1,

using that
(M(AXk))

∗ = MAXk, (23)
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M is a Hermitian positive definite matrix (M∗ = M), and similar facts, such as:

(M(AXk)
2)∗ = (M(AXk)(AXk))

∗

= (AXk)
∗(M(AXk))

∗

= (AXk)
∗(M(AXk))

= (AXk)
∗M∗(AXk)

= (M(AXk))
∗(AXk)

= M(AXk)(AXk)

= M(AXk)
2.

(24)

Hence, the first relation in (18) is true for k + 1, and the 2nd relation could be investigated similarly.
For the other relation in (18), by employing the assumption that

Xk AA†
MN = Xk, (25)

and (15), we have:

Xk+1 AA†
MN = (Xk (I + Bk) [(I + χB2

k + B4
k)(I + κB2

k + B4
k)])AA†

MN
= (Xk + XkBk + XkB2

k + XkB3
k + XkB4

k + XkB5
k + XkB6

k
+XkB7

k + XkB8
k + XkB9

k)AA†
MN

= Xk AA†
MN + XkBk AA†

MN + XkB2
k AA†

MN + XkB3
k AA†

MN + XkB4
k AA†

MN
+XkB5

k AA†
MN + XkB6

k AA†
MN + XkB7

k AA†
MN + XkB8

k AA†
MN + XkB9

k AA†
MN

= (Xk + XkBk + XkB2
k + XkB3

k + XkB4
k + XkB5

k
+XkB6

k + XkB7
k + XkB8

k + XkB9
k)

= Xk+1.

Therefore, the third relation in (18) is valid for k + 1. The final relation could be investigated in a
similar way, and the result follows. The proof is, thus, complete.

Lemma 2. Employing the assumptions of Lemma 1 and (3), then for (15) we have:

(V−1N)Xk(M−1(U∗)−1) = diag(Tk, 0), (26)

where Tk is a diagonal matrix, V∗N−1V = In×n, U∗MU = Im×m, V ∈ Cn×n, U ∈ Cm×m, and A = UΣV∗.

Proof. Assume that T0 = λD and that σ2
i are the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix N−1 A∗MA, while

D = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σr), σi > 0 for any i. Thus, we can write that:

Tk+1 := ϕ(Tk) = Tk (I + (I − DTk)) [(I + χ(I − DTk)
2 + (I − DTk)

4)

×(I + κ(I − DTk)
2 + (I − DTk)

4)].
(27)

Applying mathematical induction, one can write that

(V−1N)X0(M−1(U∗)−1) = λ(V−1N)A#(M−1(U∗)−1)

= λ(V−1N)N−1 A∗(MM−1(U∗)−1)

= λ(V−1N)N−1Vdiag(D, 0)U∗(MM−1(U∗)−1)

= diag(λD, 0).

(28)
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In addition, when (31) is satisfied, then using (15), one can get that:

(V−1N)Xk+1(M−1(U∗)−1) = (V−1N)Xk(M−1(U∗)−1)

×
(
2I − (V−1N)AXk(M−1(U∗)−1)

)
×[(I + χ(V−1N)(I − AXk)

2(M−1(U∗)−1)

+(V−1N)(I − AXk)
4(M−1(U∗)−1))

×(I + κ(V−1N)(I − AXk)
2(M−1(U∗)−1)

+(V−1N)(I − AXk)
4)(M−1(U∗)−1)].

(29)

Using the fact that A = U∗MUdiag(D, 0) = V∗NV, one attains

(V−1N)Xk+1(M−1(U∗)−1) = diag(ϕ(Tk), 0), (30)

which shows that (27) is a diagonal matrix. This completes the proof.

3. Error Analysis

The objective of this section is to provide a matrix analysis for the convergence of the iteration
scheme (15).

Theorem 1. Let us consider that A is an m× n matrix whose WSVD is provided by (4). Furthermore, assume
that the starting value is given by (11). Thus, the matrix sequence from (15) tends to A†

MN .

Proof. In light of (4), to prove our convergence for the WMP inverse, we now just need to prove that

lim
k→∞

(V−1N)Xk(M−1(U∗)−1) = diag(D−1, 0). (31)

It is obtained, using Lemmas 1 and 2, that

Tk = diag(τ(k)
1 , τ

(k)
2 , . . . , τ

(k)
r ), (32)

where
τ
(0)
i = λσi (33)

and
τ
(k+1)
i = τ

(k)
i

(
2I + σiτ

(k)
i

)
[(I

+χ(σiτ
(k)
i )2 + (σiτ

(k)
i )4)(I

+κ(σiτ
(k)
i )2 + (σiτ

(k)
i )4)].

(34)

The sequence produced by (34) is the result of employing (15) in calculating the zero σ−1
i of

the function
φ(τ) = σi − τ−1, (35)

using the starting condition τ
(0)
i .

We observe that convergence to σ−1
i can be achieved, as long as

0 < τ
(0)
i <

2
σi

, (36)

which results in a criterion on λ (the selection in formula (12) has now been shown). Hence,
{Tk} → Σ−1, and (31) is satisfied. It is now clear that {Xk}k=∞

k=0 → A†
MN when k→ ∞. This concludes

the proof.
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4. Computational Tests

In this section, our aim is to study the efficiency of the proposed approach for calculating the
WMP inverse computationally and analytically. To do this, we considered several competitors from
the literature in our comparisons, such as those from (6), (7), (10), and (15), denoted by “SM2”, “CM3”,
“KMS10”, and “PM10”, respectively.

Note that all computations were done in Mathematica 11.0 [30] and the time is reported in seconds.
The hardware used was a CPU Intel Core i5 2430-M with 16 GB of RAM.

We know that the efficiency index is expressed by [31]:

EI = ρ
1
κ , (37)

where ρ and κ stand for the speed and the whole cost in each cycle, respectively.
As such, the efficiency index of different methods (6–10) and (15) are reported by: 2

1
2 ' 1.414,

3
1
3 ' 1.442, 3

1
4 ' 1.316, 4

1
4 ' 1.414, 10

1
10 ' 1.258, and 10

1
6 ' 1.467, respectively. Clearly, our

investigated iterative expression has better a index and can be more useful in finding the WMP inverse.

Example 1. [29] The purpose of this experiment was to examine the calculation of WMP inverses for 10 uniform
randomly provided m1× n1 = 200× 210 matrices, as follows:

SeedRandom[12]; no = 10; m1 = 200; n1 = 210;
ParallelTable[A[k] = RandomReal[{1}, {m1, n1}];, {k, no}];

where the ten various HPD matrices M and N were given by:

ParallelTable[MM[k] = RandomReal[{2}, {m1, m1}];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[MM[k] = Transpose[MM[k]].MM[k];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[NN[k] = RandomReal[{3}, {n1, n1}];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[NN[k] = Transpose[NN[k]].NN[k];, {k, no}];

The results by applying the stop termination

||Xk+1 − Xk||2 ≤ 10−10, (38)

are reported in Tables 1 and 2, based on the number of iterations, elapsed CPU time (in seconds), and
X0 = 1

σ2
1

A#. As can be observed from the results, the best scheme in terms of number of iterations and

time was (15).

Table 1. Comparison based on the number of iterations and the required mean in Experiment 1.

Methods SM2 CM3 KMS10 PM10

A1 68 43 22 22
A2 69 44 22 22
A3 67 43 21 21
A4 71 46 23 23
A5 72 46 23 23
A6 72 46 23 23
A7 66 42 21 21
A8 78 50 25 25
A9 63 41 20 20
A10 69 44 22 22

Mean 69.5 44.5 22.2 22.2
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Table 2. Comparison based on the elapsed CPU time and its mean in Experiment 1.

Methods SM2 CM3 KMS10 PM10

A1 1.4954 1.04826 0.996155 0.755317
A2 1.4563 1.08006 0.984057 0.767785
A3 1.37301 1.03847 0.967427 0.720294
A4 1.53201 1.10927 1.0365 0.789994
A5 1.50908 1.10164 0.998853 0.794098
A6 1.51215 1.11421 1.03361 0.823177
A7 1.39481 1.00116 0.915244 0.743779
A8 1.62742 1.24438 1.12434 0.87007
A9 1.32916 0.999683 0.903072 0.709523
A10 1.49738 1.05736 0.985084 0.764156

Mean 1.47267 1.07945 0.994434 0.773819

Example 2. The iterative methods were compared for five randomly generated dense m1× n1 = 500× 500
matrices produced in Mathematica environment by the following piece of code:

m1 = 500; n1 = 500; no = 5; SeedRandom[12];
ParallelTable[A[k] = RandomReal[{0, 1}, {m1, n1}];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[MM[k] = RandomReal[{0, 1}, {m1, m1}];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[MM[k] = Transpose[MM[k]].MM[k];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[NN[k] = RandomReal[{0, 1}, {n1, n1}];, {k, no}];
ParallelTable[NN[k] = Transpose[NN[k]].NN[k];, {k, no}];

Here, we applied the stopping condition

||Xk+1 − Xk||∞ ≤ 10−10, (39)

with a change in the initial approximation as X0 = 1.5
σ2

1
A#. Noting that the weights M and N were very

ill-conditioned, as we had produced them to be. We report the results in Tables 3 and 4, which reveal
that the novel approach was superior to the existing solvers.

Table 3. Comparison based on the number of iterations and the required mean in Experiment 2.

Methods SM2 CM3 KMS10 PM10

A1 98 61 30 30
A2 86 55 27 27
A3 83 53 26 26
A4 85 54 27 27
A5 81 52 26 26

Mean 86.6 55. 27.2 27.2

Table 4. Comparison based on the elapsed time and its mean in Experiment 2.

Methods SM2 CM3 KMS10 PM10

A1 7.89745 7.20885 12.1801 7.11963
A2 6.90346 6.6397 10.933 6.50042
A3 2.34013 2.23622 3.75341 2.20977
A4 2.23133 2.15679 3.78848 2.23819
A5 2.44316 2.26733 3.79153 2.2391

Mean 4.36311 4.10178 6.88929 4.06142

One other application of (15), aside from computing the WMP inverse, is in finding good
approximate inverse pre-conditioners for Krylov methods when tackling large sparse linear system of
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equations (see, e.g., [29]). In fact, to apply our scheme in such environments, we can employ several
commands, such as SparseArray[] for handling sparse matrices.

The main advantage of the proposed method is the improvement of convergence order obtained
by improving the computational efficiency index. Although this computational efficiency index
improvement was not observed to be drastic, in solving practical problems in higher dimensions it
leads to a clear reduction of computation time.

5. Ending Notes

We have investigated a tenth order iterative method for computing the WMP inverse requiring
only six matrix products. The WMP inverse has many applications, from the numerical solution of
non-linear equations (those involving singular linear systems [32]) to direct engineering applications.
Clearly, the efficiency index will reach 101/6 ' 1.46, which is better than the Newton–Schulz and
Chebyshev methods for calculating the WMP inverse. The convergence order of the scheme was
supported and upheld analytically. The extension of this improved version of the hyperpower family
for computing other types generalized inverses, such as outer and inner inverses, under special criteria
and initial matrices provides a direction for future works in this active topic of research.
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